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Federal Election Poll #8
Sept. 2-6, 2021
Some questions held for future release. Other questions have already been released.
QB1.
Base=All
Single choice
Have you had, or will you receive a vaccine against COVID-19?
Yes, I have already received one vaccination shot
Yes, I have been fully vaccinated – no more shots required
Yes, I will eventually get a vaccination but am waiting
No, I will not get a coronavirus vaccination
Not sure
QB2.
Base=Vaccinated
Single choice
Some Canadians are reluctant to be vaccinated. In some provinces, public health officials are trying
change their minds with incentives such as gifts, free meals, or lotteries.
Some people say this approach of incentivizing people to be vaccinated is the right way to go. Others say
it’s the wrong approach and public health officials should instead introduce tough rules that prevent
people who aren’t vaccinated from being able to attend public events, travel, go out to dinner, etc.
How do you think your own provincial government should approach this?
[ROTATE FIRST 2]
Use incentives – lotteries, prizes etc., to encourage people to get vaccinated
Use regulations – making vaccines mandatory in public places to make life harder for unvaccinated
people
Both
Neither
QB3.
Base=All
Single choice grid
There’s been some discussion recently about whether people in Canada should have to show proof they
have received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine to attend or participate in different activities in
their communities. These discussions usually refer to “vaccine certificates” or “vaccine passports”.
They’re just referring to proof of vaccination.
For each of the following scenarios or places, do you agree or disagree that proof of vaccination should
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be mandatory?
At your place of work
In-person dining at a restaurant
At public places in your community i.e. malls, movie theatres, churches etc.
To attend a public event or large gathering (concerts, events with more than 50 people)
To board a commercial airline flight
To travel to the US
To travel internationally (excluding the US)
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Not sure/Can’t say
QB4.
Base=Vaccinated
Single choice
In many communities in Canada, there are rules in place that require people show proof of vaccination
in order to enter certain places or participate in activities, or these rules will be implemented soon.
Suppose there were places in your community where proof of vaccination is required. For this example,
let’s assume it is a restaurant. Now let’s say there’s a person who refuses to follow the rules and show
proof of vaccination, and also refuses to leave the premises.
What would you like to see done in this case?
The person is escorted off the property but no additional punishment
The person is fined for their actions
The person is arrested and charged
Other: specify______
QB5.
Base=Vaccinated
Single choice
Some say that people who refuse to be vaccinated against COVID-19 are ignoring public health advice
and putting themselves at greater risk, and if those people get sick with the coronavirus, they should not
have the same access to medical care as people who have been vaccinated.
Other people say regardless of whether someone refuses to be vaccinated against COVID-19, if they get
sick, they should have the same access to medical care as those who chose to take their shot.
Which view is closest to your own?
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[rotate]
All Canadians should receive the same priority of treatment, regardless of their vaccination decision
People who choose not to be vaccinated should get lower priority for medical treatment if they’re sick
with COVID-19

